Fall 2017 Colloquium Series
Fridays at 3:00 p.m.
Room 2049 Natural History Building

September
8th  GGIS Graduate Student Ethics Seminar

15th  Ryan Stock  PhD Student, Geography & GIS
Encircling the Sun: Uneven Gendered Impacts of Solar Development in Rural Gujarat, India

22nd  Karen Ruhleder  The Graduate College
Assistantships/Campus Fellowships & External Fellowships

29th  Rebecca Shakespeare  PhD Student, Geography & GIS
Understanding the Causal Factors Influencing Residential Mobility and Perceived Housing Affordability for Middle Income Renters

October
6th  Emily Wuchner  The Graduate College
Introduction to the Thesis Process

20th  Li Xu  PhD Student, Geography & GIScience
Mining Human Activity-Travel Patterns for Constructing a Noise Profile of Chicago

27th  Emily Wuchner  The Graduate College
Thesis Deposit

November
3rd  Sara Vigil  Research Fellow, University of Liege, Belgium
Climate Change and Migration in the Midst of Elusion

10th  Rea Zaimi  PhD Student, Geography & GIS
Afterlives of Disinvestment: Revitalization and Infra-Structural Labor in Chicago